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Electrowetting 
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Young-Lippmann equation 

Strong electric field builds between the dielectric layer, like a capacitor. 
This electric field is usually called the “electrowetting field”. 
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Electrowetting 
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Experimental Setup 

Steady electric field:  
Apply a voltage above 0 C and decrease temperature slowly, record freezing temperature. 
Transient electric field:  
Keep droplet at a temperature, turn on/off electric field, record whether droplet freezes. 
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Freezing when turning on the field 
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1. Moving contact line alone? 

drag back and forth without electric field 
no freezing occurs 
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2. Transient electric field alone? 
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Conclusion 

• Steady electric field (E<5V/µm) alone has small effect on ice nucleation. 
 
• Simple mechanical contact line movement alone can’t explain our results. 

• Transient electric field alone can’t explain our results. 

• Moving contact lines due to electrowetting enhance ice nucleation rates. 
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Past and Future 
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